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Tips for Writing Papers

Raymond E. Wolfinger, University of California, Berkeley

Every year I read graduate students'
papers, many of which are very
good. (Some of these, fewer than I
would like, are submitted to journals
and published.) Whether good, bad,
or indifferent, the papers often have
certain weaknesses. After 30 years of
exhorting students about these fail-
ings, I realized that I could save a lot
of time by writing down my collected
maxims. And nearly 30 years of ref-
ereeing manuscripts convinces me
that these suggestions are equally
appropriate for journal articles and
books.

If your paper requires any sort of
data gathering—interviewing politi-
cians or ordinary citizens, observing
public meetings, scrutiny of docu-
ments, analysis of the mass media,
whatever—make a start on this as
soon as you possibly can, before get-
ting everything just right and doing
all necessary reading. At the very
least, you will learn if your plans are
feasible. You may also achieve a bet-
ter understanding of your topic that
will alter your reading plans or,
perhaps, the focus of your research.

Before you begin writing, figure
out what your contribution to knowl-
edge is going to be and organize the
paper accordingly. This does not
mean that you must present a
lengthy survey of the literature. It
does mean that some place near the
beginning of the paper you should
say enough about the existing state
of knowledge to establish the context
for your own contribution and help
readers understand what you will tell

them that they did not know before.
Then you should say what the

paper will be about, including what
specific topics you are going to
explore. Perhaps also you should dis-
close your principal conclusions. The
point is that you should never leave
readers confused or uncertain about
where you are going next or why you
are saying what you are saying.
Throughout the paper there should
be a clear story line to make it easy
for readers to follow you from point
to point.

One implication of the preceding
two paragraphs is that the introduc-
tory section or chapter probably
should be written last. It's always
easier to introduce something when
you have the clearest idea what that
something is.

Some sections of a paper are easier
to write than others. Unless there is
a good reason not to, I recommend
starting with the easy parts. This will
get the show on the road, always an
important consideration when there
is a risk of writer's block. (And who
among us does not suffer from this
ailment at least some of the time?) It
will also build your confidence about
the value of what you have found.

When dealing with topics that
touch on the controversial, in either
the scholarly or political sense,
always ask yourself if it is necessary
to engage in the controversy. If the
controversy is essential to what you
want to say, then plunge in. Your
contribution will be clear, and the
experience can be satisfying if not

downright enjoyable. But if you can
make your point without starting a
fight, by all means do so. The reason
is simple: You should avoid distract-
ing readers or antagonizing them
unnecessarily; you are likely to get
greater acceptance from people with
whom you have not picked a fight.

Papers with
Quantitative Data

Begin some part of the data analy-
sis at your earliest convenience, if
possible, before doing all the back-
ground reading. This is less essential
if you know for a fact that the data
set you want is immediately available
in the form in which you will analyze
it, that you know how to do that
analysis, and that you will not make
any mistakes in preliminary steps like
coding or recoding the data to fit
your analysis plans. Nothing is more
damaging to inner peace and efficient
scholarship than a nasty surprise
about any of these points three
weeks before the end of the semester.

When beginning to analyze your
data, you will note how many cases
you have. Doubtless many of your
data runs will be based on fewer
cases for various good reasons; per-
haps respondents who failed to
answer or had no opinion. But be
sure you know where all your cases
are. Whenever you have less than the
number of cases you started with, be
able to account for the missing ones.
If you think this advice is unneces-
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sary or simple-minded, good luck to
you.

You should not organize your
paper autobiographically; that is, do
not write a narrative of "first I did
this and then I did that." Do not
plod through tables one after the
other without a plan. What you did
in the course of analyzing data for
the paper need not be recapitulated
in the course of presenting your find-
ings. Remember, your goal should be
to write the clearest and most per-
suasive account of your conclusions,
not take readers up and down all the
byways you followed to get there.

This does not mean, however, that
you should fail to describe how you
eventually chose to organize your
data, what criteria you used to assign
cases to categories, and so on. Far
from it. Anyone reading your work
should be able to replicate it without
having to ask you how you did it.
The challenge of describing your data
analysis choices may help you to a
stronger and more explicit rational
structure for your argument (what
some scholars might call "specifying
your model").

When you are in this preliminary
phase of deciding on operational
definitions, you may encounter hard
choices about what cases go in what
categories, what should be excluded
from analysis, and the like. What
about respondents without an
opinion or legislators who abstained
from voting? Should all white collar
employees be considered middle
class, or is it better to subdivide them
into upper and lower middle class?
When does old age begin? One
approach is to agonize about every
decision and then defend your
choice. The preferable alternative is
to do it both ways to see what dif-
ference it makes. The cost in effort
and computer time will be negligible,
and the payoff might be considera-
ble. At least, you can assure readers
in a footnote that different proce-
dures yielded the same result. On the
other hand, if the result is different,
this may give you an idea for further
analysis.

It is usually a good idea to convey
some sense of the magnitudes and
distributions of your key variables
before proceeding, if necessary, to

higher levels of analysis. Marginals
and cross tabulations may be humble
fare, but at the least they orient read-
ers to the phenomena you will be
exploring, and often they will suffice
to establish much of what you want
to get across.

The tables that you used in the
course of doing your research are not
necessarily (indeed, very rarely) what
you present. A table or graph of any
kind is an aid to communication, a
supplement to what you say in sen-
tences and paragraphs. On the one
hand, any table you use should be
self-explanatory; any footnotes that
are required to understand the table
should appear with it. On the other
hand, you should write the text of
the paper, to the extent possible, as
if you could not include any tables.
You should use tables for data that
cannot be adequately presented in the
text. Occasionally, a table might be a
useful means of summarizing data.

Because tables should be written
for the purpose of communicating,
they should not be xeroxed printouts.
Nor should you present a table with
hundreds of cells, because no one
can possibly understand so many
facts. You should analyze the data
thoroughly and then present in
tabular form thos^e particular things
that help your reader understand
what you have found.

Another implication of this injunc-
tion is that a great deal of the data
that you analyze in the text need not
be in a table that you also present.
Many important findings can be pre-
sented verbally and do not require
any kind of tabular material. Includ-
ing a table in a paper does not
relieve you of the obligation to
describe specifically what is in that
table. You should not solve the prob-
lem of data description by instructing
readers to look at Table 2 if they
want to know whabyou found. (This
might be called the pearls before
swine approach.) Moreover, you may
find that further ideas will occur to
you as you interpret tables in writ-
ing. Nelson Polsby makes the point
nicely: "I think by writing."

Tables should be aids to clear
communication; you may consider
them archives, but they should not
play this role in the paper itself. This

means, among other things, that the
table should appear as close as possi-
ble to its major use in the paper.
Appendices should be reserved for
complicated material that is not
necessary to understand what you are
saying and is included to help
specialists understand the details of
your procedures. The appendix is not
an aid to communication; it is a sup-
plementary and often unnecessary
part of the paper in which you put
technical material.

If you are doing any sort of multi-
variate analysis, do not limit your
description of the results to a vague
adjectival formulation like, "As
Regression II shows, education is less
important than political interest."
The whole point of multivariate
analysis is to be able to describe pre-
cisely relationships among variables.
And while we're talking about multi-
variate analysis, you will be much
more persuasive if you can tell the
reader how much change in the
dependent variable will be produced
by such-and-such a change in the
independent variables of interest.

Two minor points: it is seldom
necessary, either in the text or in
tables, to use a decimal point when
you are giving percentages. The dif-
ference between 32.2% and 32.7% is
neither statistically nor substantively
significant. The extra digit conveys
no useful precision and is a distrac-
tion to anybody who wants to under-
stand what you are saying. Second,
when you have a truly dichotomous
dependent variable, like votes in a
legislature, where the two possible
values add up to 100%, just give one
or the other value. This will cut
down on the size of tables and make
it easier for your readers to see
comparisons.
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